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Get the most from this book
Everyone has to decide his or her own revision 
strategy, but it is essential to review your work, 
learn it and test your understanding. These Revision 
Notes will help you to do that in a planned way, 
topic by topic. Use this book as the cornerstone 
of your revision and don’t hesitate to write in it – 
personalise your notes and check your progress by 
ticking off each section as you revise.

Tick to track your progress
Use the revision planner on page 4 to plan your 
revision, topic by topic. Tick each box when  
you have:
l revised and understood a topic
l tested yourself
l practised the exam questions and gone online 

to check your answers and complete the quick 
quizzes.

 You can also keep track of your revision by 
ticking off each topic heading in the book. You 
may find it helpful to add your own notes as you 
work through each topic.

Features to help you succeed

Exam tips

Expert tips are given throughout the book to 
help you polish your exam technique in order to 
maximise your chances in the exam.

Typical mistakes

The author identifies the typical mistakes candidates 
make and explains how you can avoid them.

Now test yourself

These short, knowledge-based questions provide the 
first step in testing your learning. Answers are at the 
back of the book.

Definitions and key words

Clear, concise definitions of essential key terms are 
provided where they first appear.

Key words from the specification are highlighted in 
bold throughout the book.

Revision activities

These activities will help you to understand each 
topic in an interactive way.

Debates

Debates are highlighted to help you assess arguments 
and use evidence appropriately.

Exam practice

Practice exam questions are provided for each topic. 
Use them to consolidate your revision and practise 
your exam skills. Answers are at the back of the 
book.

Summaries

The summaries provide a quick-check bullet list for 
each topic.

Online

Go online to try out the extra quick 
quizzes at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/
myrevisionnotesdownloads

4 Quick quizzes at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/myrevisionnotesdownloads

My revision planner
1 Criminal psychology

  6  Key concepts     
  7  Explanations of why criminal and anti-social  

behaviour occurs     
14  Application – the changing nature of punishment     

2 Development
16  Key concepts     
18  Explanations of children’s development     
25  Application – the changing role of education     

3 Psychological problems
27  Key concepts     
30  Explanations of psychological problems     
39  Application – the development of treatments     

4 Social influence
42  Key concepts     
43  Explanations of social influence     
51  Application – changing attitudes     

5 Memory
53  Key concepts     
54  Explanations of memory     
61  Application – techniques used for recall     

6 Sleep and dreaming
64  Key concepts     
66  Explanations of the nature of dreaming     
71  Application – development of treatments for insomnia     

7 Research methods
73  Planning research     
80  Doing research     
84  Analysing research     

91 Now test yourself answers     

97 Exam practice answers     
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Countdown to my exams
6–8 weeks to go

l  Start by looking at the specification — make 
sure you know exactly what material you need 
to revise and the style of the examination. Use 
the revision planner on page 4 to familiarise 
yourself with the topics.

l  Organise your notes, making sure you have 
covered everything on the specification. The 
revision planner will help you to group your 
notes into topics.

l  Work out a realistic revision plan that will 
allow you time for relaxation. Set aside days 
and times for all the subjects that you need to 
study, and stick to your timetable.

l  Set yourself sensible targets. Break your 
revision down into focused sessions of around 
40 minutes, divided by breaks. These Revision 
Notes organise the basic facts into short, 
memorable sections to make revising easier.

2–6 weeks to go

l  Read through the relevant sections of this book 
and refer to the exam tips, exam summaries, 
typical mistakes and key terms. Tick off 
the topics as you feel confident about them. 
Highlight those topics you find difficult and 
look at them again in detail.

l  Test your understanding of each topic by 
working through the ‘Now test yourself’ 
questions in the book. Look up the answers at 
the back of the book.

l  Make a note of any problem areas as you 
revise, and ask your teacher to go over these in 
class.

l  Look at past papers. They are one of the 
best ways to revise and practise your exam 
skills. Write or prepare planned answers 
to the exam practice questions provided 
in this book. Check your answers at the 
back of the book and try out the extra quick 
quizzes at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/
myrevisionnotesdownloads

l  Use the revision activities to try out different 
revision methods. For example, you can make 
notes using mind maps, spider diagrams or 
flash cards.

l  Track your progress using the revision planner 
and give yourself a reward when you have 
achieved your target.

One week to go

l  Try to fit in at least one more timed practice of 
an entire past paper and seek feedback from 
your teacher, comparing your work closely with 
the mark scheme.

l  Check the revision planner to make sure you 
haven’t missed out any topics. Brush up on any 
areas of difficulty by talking them over with a 
friend or getting help from your teacher.

l  Attend any revision classes put on by your 
teacher. Remember, he or she is an expert at 
preparing people for examinations.

The day before the examination

l  Flick through these Revision Notes for useful 
reminders, for example the exam tips, exam 
summaries, typical mistakes and key terms.

l  Check the time and place of your examination.
l  Make sure you have everything you need — 

extra pens and pencils, tissues, bottled  
water.

l  Allow some time to relax and have an early 
night to ensure you are fresh and alert for the 
examinations.

My exams

GCSE Psychology Paper 1
Date: .........................................................................

Time: ........................................................................

Location: ..................................................................

GCSE Psychology Paper 2
Date: .........................................................................

Time: ........................................................................ 

Location: ..................................................................
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1 Criminal psychology

1.1 Key concepts

Different types of crime
Not all crimes are the same, and different crimes involve different kinds 
of behaviour. From a psychologist’s point of view, there may be different 
reasons for committing different types of crime.

Table 1.1 Different types of crime

Type of crime Definition Examples

Acquisitive Taking money or belongings without the consent/
knowledge of the owners

Theft

Fraud

Anti-social Causing harassment or distress to people who are 
not part of your family

Drunk and disorderly

Graffiti

Drug-related Trading or using illegal substances Supplying drugs

Buying drugs

Sexual Making someone else submit to a sexual act against 
their consent

Rape

Use of child pornography

Violent Causing physical harm or even death to someone 
else

Physical assault

Murder

Criminal behaviour as a social construct
Crimes are any acts against the law. Although this definition is 
straightforward, you need to remember that laws differ depending on the 
society. This is why crime is seen as a social construct. 

For example, in some societies it is acceptable to be married to more 
than one person at a time, so this is not against the law. In British society, 
however, this is a crime known as bigamy. Similarly, laws change over time 
as society changes. Nowadays there are no laws against homosexuality in 
the UK. However, about 50 years ago, it was illegal to engage in gay sex.

How does a society decide on what is legal and illegal? It is often based on 
what is normal and acceptable. When behaviours deviate from norms 
they can be defined as crime. For example, most people do not think it is 
right to steal from someone else so this is a well established crime. As 
fewer and fewer British people smoke, there are more laws in the UK to 
prevent or limit smoking. 

To conclude, culture has a role in defining criminal and anti-social 
behaviour. Criminal and anti-social behaviour are not absolute 
behaviours – they are determined by what is acceptable at any point in 
time by the people who make up the culture. This is why communities 
have the power to change laws – for example, through protests, 
campaigns or by voting different people into power.

Exam tip

You might be able to think 
of other types of crimes 
than those that are listed 
but these are the only ones 
you need to know about 
for the exam because they 
are the only ones on the 
specification.

Social construct: something 
that is not real but exists 
because people in society 
have created it through 
social interaction

Deviation from norms: 
something that differs from 
what is considered socially 
acceptable
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How crime is measured
If we accept that a crime is any act against whatever is law at the time 
then this is something we can try to measure. 

Official statistics
One way of measuring crime is to use official statistics. These are the 
statistics produced by the Government’s Home Office which are based on 
crimes recorded by the police force. Of course, the police can only record 
those crimes that are either detected or reported. Even though this means 
some crimes are missed, it can still show us which crimes are increasing or 
decreasing in number and what the most common crimes are. 

Self-report
Another way of measuring crime is through self-report surveys. This 
allows researchers to find out about crimes that are not reported or 
detected. 

One type of survey is a victim survey. These are questionnaires (usually 
anonymous) given to the general public to find out what crimes have 
been committed against them, whether the crimes have been officially 
recorded or not.

Another type of survey is an offender survey. These are questionnaires 
(again anonymous) given to the general public or to a more specific group 
of known offenders. Again, this is to find out about crimes that may or 
may not be on record.

Now test yourself
1  What are the different types of crime listed on the specification?
2  How is criminal behaviour a social construct?
3  What is meant by ‘deviation from norms’ in relation to crime?
4  What are some of the ways that crime can be measured?

1.2 Explanations of why criminal 
and anti-social behaviour occurs

The Social Learning Theory of criminality
This theory states that criminal and anti-social behaviours are learned 
behaviours. People are not born criminals but become criminals 
depending on their experiences.

So, how does this learning happen?

According to Social Learning Theory, we go through a process of 
identification with role models. These are people whom we look up to 
and admire. By identifying with them, we have decided that we want to 
be like them. Role models are often people like parents, peers and media 
figures.

Typical mistake

Students often mix 
up defining crime and 
measuring crime. 
Remember, defining crime 
is about deciding what crime 
is, whereas measuring 
crime is about how much 
crime is happening.

Role model: a person who 
is admired and therefore 
imitated
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We pay particular attention to what our role models do. Not only do we 
observe their behaviour, but we also try to imitate it. In other words, we 
learn new behaviours through copying them.

We are more likely to want to imitate behaviours that we see have 
positive outcomes. When we observe a behaviour being rewarded, we 
go through a process of vicarious reinforcement. We are not rewarded 
directly, but want to imitate the role model’s behaviour because we think 
it will reward us too.

If a behaviour is copied and then followed by a reward, this is an example 
of direct reinforcement. It is likely we will want to keep repeating the 
behaviour to be rewarded again and again. This is how a behaviour 
becomes established. There is a point at which the behaviour is so well 
learned that it becomes a part of us and is fully ingrained – this is known 
as internalisation. At this point the behaviour happens regardless of the 
consequences, whether they are good or bad.

If we apply Social Learning Theory to criminal behaviour and anti-social 
behaviour, we can see that these behaviours are learned from role models 
who are already criminals. People may be motivated to copy criminal 
behaviour because they see it being rewarded by money or power, 
for example. This is vicarious reinforcement. If people receive similar 
rewards when they commit crimes or anti-social acts, then they are being 
directly reinforced and have a reason for continuing with their crimes. 
Eventually, the imitated criminal behaviour may become internalised so 
that a person is an established criminal.

Now test yourself
1  Who are typical role models for criminal behaviour?
2  Can you explain the difference between vicarious reinforcement and 

direct reinforcement?
3  How does criminal behaviour become internalised?

Key criticism
l The theory focuses too much on nurture and ignores the role of 

nature. In other words, it believes criminal behaviour can be learned 
and therefore unlearned. It might, however, be something that is more 
innate.

Other criticisms
l If criminal behaviour is imitated from others, from where did it 

originate in the first place? 
l Attempts to control criminal behaviour – such as age restrictions on 

films and video games – have not been that successful in stopping the 
rise of crime. 

Vicarious reinforcement: a behaviour is imitated because it is seen to 
be rewarded

Direct reinforcement: a behaviour is repeated because it has been 
rewarded

Internalisation: when a behaviour is well learned and will happen 
whether it is rewarded or punished

Debate

The nature vs nurture 
debate is all about whether 
people are born with a 
certain trait or behaviour 
(nature) or whether it is a 
result of their experiences 
(nurture).
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Social learning research study – Cooper & 
Mackie (1986): study into video games and 
aggression in children

How the study was carried out
l The researchers aimed to see whether video games had more effect on 

violent behaviour than TV did, on the basis that video games are more 
active. They therefore compared the effects on people who played the 
game and those who just watched others playing. They also wanted 
to see if there were any gender differences in the effects on violent 
behaviour.

l Their hypothesis was that playing aggressive video games would have 
more effect on violent behaviour compared to playing other games.

l The sample was 84 nine- to eleven-year-olds from New Jersey in the USA.
l The researchers carried out a laboratory experiment.
l The independent variable was the type of game played: a violent video 

game, a non-violent video game or a paper-and-pen maze game. 
Pairs of children were allocated to one of these games – so it was an 
independent measures design. In each pair, one child played while 
the other child watched. They swapped around in a second trial so all 
children ended up playing the game.

l The dependent variable was aggression levels displayed by the children 
after playing the game. This was measured in two ways. One was by 
covertly observing how long children played with certain types of toys 
from a choice of an aggressive toy, an active toy, a skill toy and a quiet 
toy. The other was through a test activity, where children showed how 
much they would punish an imaginary child who had been naughty – 
measured by how long they pressed a buzzer for. This was a measure of 
interpersonal aggression.

l At the end of the procedure, children completed a questionnaire on 
their experience of playing the game they had been allocated.

 

Figure 1.1 The four different types of toys that children could 
choose to play with in the Cooper & Mackie experiment

Revision activity

As you read through this 
study, highlight all of the 
key words that you already 
know from doing research 
methods. Where they 
are features that have 
strengths and weaknesses 
(for example, the method 
used) think about how the 
strengths/weaknesses apply 
to this particular study.
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What the study found 
l Participants in the aggressive game condition spent more time playing 

with the aggressive toy than participants who played one of the other 
two games. This was truer of girls than boys.

l The type of game played had no effect on interpersonal aggression 
(how much the participants wanted to punish the naughty child). 
However, children showed higher levels of aggression here when they 
had actually played a game rather than watched it being played.

l The questionnaire showed that boys performed better on the violent 
game compared to girls and also enjoyed playing it more.

l The researchers concluded that children (mainly girls) had played more 
with the violent toy after playing the violent game because of some 
level of imitation. The game did not affect interpersonal aggression 
because the game itself did not involve any human characters. In other 
words, what the children had observed happening in the game had 
some impact on learned behaviour. 

Evaluating the study
l The study lacked ecological validity because it was carried out in 

artificial conditions. Video games would normally be played at home 
or in arcades rather than in a laboratory under strict conditions.

l The study used independent measures so it is possible that the violent 
video game condition showed higher levels of aggression because of 
the individuals who happened to be allocated to that group – they may 
simply have been more violent on average by their nature or for other 
reasons outside of the experiment.

l The sample was not representative of other cultures and other age 
groups as it was only carried out on American children (who may have 
been more or less affected by video games as they were very common 
in their country) and only a narrow age group (for example, younger 
children may be more easily inf luenced by what they observe). 

l Only the immediate effect of violent games was tested whereas, in 
reality, playing games like this may have a greater effect over time.

l The findings are out of date as computer games are very different 
nowadays. With better graphics and more realism, today’s computer 
games may have even more inf luence on aggressive behaviour.

Exam tip

Note how each of the evaluation points has been related to the study. 
It is important to do this to earn higher marks. For example, you will 
get credit for knowing that a laboratory experiment lacks ecological 
validity but you will get more credit for knowing how this point applies 
specifically to the way the Cooper & Mackie study was set up.

Revision activity

Outline the following key features of the Cooper & Mackie study using 
a suitable diagram: the hypothesis, the sample, the method, the 
independent variable, the dependent variables and a key finding.
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Eysenck’s criminal personality theory
This theory states that criminal behaviour is more a product of nature 
than nurture. It says that some people are born with a personality that 
makes them more prone to committing crimes.

According to Eysenck there are two key personality traits on which 
people can be measured: 
l One trait is extraversion. Extroverts are very active and sociable; 

at the other end of the scale there are introverts who are passive and 
shyer.

l The other trait is neuroticism. Neurotics are worriers and are easily 
agitated; at the other end of the scale there are stable people who are 
more in control of their emotions.

People who score high on extraversion and also high on neuroticism 
can be called neurotic extroverts. This is the personality type that is 
most likely to end up committing a serious offence. This is because the 
characteristics include thrill seeking, risk taking and aggression. They also 
tend to be optimistic which means they believe they will get away with 
their crimes.

Eysenck also identified a third trait in criminals known as psychoticism. 
If a neurotic extrovert also scores high on psychoticism then they are very 
likely to become a criminal.

The important point about all of these traits is that they are apparently 
fixed because the theory says they are part of our genetic make-up and 
cannot be changed. Our genes affect our biology, and our biology can be 
used to explain traits like extraversion, neuroticism and psychoticism. 

People with a criminal personality score high on extraversion, 
neuroticism and psychoticism. This is linked to the fact that these 
people are easily aroused when things happen in their lives and in their 
environment and this itself is linked to how their central nervous system 
operates. 

Psychoticism is specifically linked to an overactive dopamine system in 
the brain. Messages are sent through the brain by passing synapses, which 
are gaps between nerve cells. In people who are psychotic there are too 
many dopaminergic neurons which means there is an excess of dopamine. 
Too much dopamine is related to high levels of violence. 

Extraversion is linked to a number of parts of the brain. The reticular 
activating system (RAS) is a part of the brain and sits at the top of the 
brain stem. It is like a portal through which most information comes to 
enter the brain itself. In introverts, the RAS is highly active – even when 
it is not being stimulated – so it only needs a small stimulus to produce 
a large response. However, extroverts need a much larger stimulus 
to generate a response. This stimulus could be the thrill associated 
with committing crimes. This stimulus is sent to, and processed by, 
the cerebral cortex at the top of the brain. The cerebral cortex is the 
conscious part of the brain and wants to be stimulated.

Extraversion is also linked to the dopamine reward system which starts 
in the core of the brain. Dopamine is released in response to pleasurable 
experiences. Extroverts need more exciting stimuli to produce pleasure 
compared to introverts. This is why they may be driven to rape or attack 
someone, or steal goods – because it is a way of meeting their desire for 
pleasure but has to be quite extreme.

Extraversion: being out-going 
and confident

Neuroticism: being anxious 
and easily stressed 

Psychoticism: being 
aggressive and not 
considerate of others

Dopamine: a 
neurotransmitter associated 
with mood, perception and 
movement

Revision activity

Go to www.youtube.com/
watch?v=6J73tzP2zFg for a 
recap of dopamine activity in 
the brain.

Exam tip

Although ‘introversion’ 
and ‘stability’ are not on 
the specification, it still 
makes sense to know these 
terms – even though stable 
introverts do not make very 
good criminals, according to 
the theory!
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Neuroticism is linked to the autonomic nervous system (ANS) as this part 
of our biology regulates how we respond to stressful situations. Neurotics’ 
ANS is more easily aroused because they are anxious individuals. This 
has an effect on an area of the brain known as the limbic system. The 
limbic system is also at the core of the brain and is in control of sexual 
and aggressive urges. If this part of the brain is over-active, it can lead to 
physical and sexual offences.

According to Eysenck’s theory, neurotic extroverts are the most difficult 
personality type to condition. As children, they don’t learn easily. In this 
case, they don’t easily learn the association between committing a crime 
and the negative outcomes for themselves. This can be linked to early 
socialisation, when parents and other people may find it difficult to teach 
these children right from wrong.

Now test yourself
1  What is meant by psychoticism?
2  What are the traits of a neurotic extrovert?
3  How does the reticular activating system work differently in 

extroverts and introverts?
4  What is the role of dopamine in criminal behaviour?
5  What is the role of conditioning in criminal behaviour?

Key criticism
l Eysenck’s theory underplays individual differences. He sees criminals as 

being broadly the same as they share the same personality type. Other 
psychologists argue that this is an over-generalisation.

Other criticisms
l The theory is too deterministic as it says that criminal behaviour is 

largely genetic but this suggests that there is little that can be done 
to control it. However, evidence suggests that criminals can be 
rehabilitated.

l The neurotic extrovert personality links with some crimes better than 
others. For example, its traits fit well with crimes like murder, rape and 
theft but less so with more introverted crimes such as fraud.

Revision activity

Draw or download an image of the brain. Colour code different parts 
to show the areas associated with crime. Annotate the image using the 
different colours to explain how the different parts are associated with 
different personality traits.

Exam tip

Some of the criticisms of the theories are generic, such as ‘underplays 
individual differences’ or ‘too deterministic’. To make them better 
criticisms, make sure you relate them to the topic being studied – in 
this case, you would want to refer to crime.
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Criminal personality theory research study – 
Heaven (1996): study into delinquency, 
extroversion, psychoticism and self-esteem

How the study was carried out
l Heaven recognised there was an association between the traits 

identified by Eysenck and criminal behaviour, and he wanted to 
explore this further.

l He predicted that measures of psychoticism, extraversion and  
self-esteem (which is associated with neuroticism) would be  
significant predictors for self-report (rather than recorded) delinquency.

l He carried out a longitudinal study over two years where he started by 
measuring the three traits and then correlated these with self-reported 
delinquency at the end of the study.

l The sample was made up of 282 thirteen- to fifteen-year-olds taken 
from two Catholic independent schools in Australia.

l Questionnaires with closed questions were used to measure the three traits. 
l Self-reported delinquency was also measured using closed question 

questionnaires.
l Eighty per cent of the original participants were surveyed again after 

the two years using the same anonymous questionnaires.

What the study found
l There was a positive correlation between psychoticism and delinquency 

at both the beginning and end of the study.
l Extraversion showed a weak positive correlation with delinquency at 

the end of the study.
l There was no significant correlation between self-esteem and 

delinquency.
l Psychoticism was the best predictor of delinquency.
l Males, who made up approximately half of the sample, had higher 

delinquency scores than females – at both the beginning and the end of 
the study.

Evaluating the study
l The sample was culturally biased in two main ways. The children were 

all from one religion and from one particular country. Other religions 
and other countries may have a different inf luence on delinquent 
behaviour.

l The participants may have given socially desirable responses, 
especially when being asked about their delinquency. Even though the 
questionnaires were anonymous, some children may not have wanted 
to admit to all the delinquent things they had done.

l The use of closed questions may have led to low construct validity as 
personality and delinquency are too complex to be reduced to scores.

l The 20 per cent of children who dropped out of the study may not 
have been representative of the ones who were left in. For example, 
children with low levels of delinquency may not have been interested 
in carrying on with the study.

l It is not possible to establish cause and effect with correlational 
studies. It may be that delinquency affects children’s personality (if we 
assume it’s not that fixed) rather than the other way around.

Typical mistake

When candidates are asked 
to describe a study in the 
exam they sometimes get so 
carried away with describing 
how it was done that they 
forget to include any of the 
findings. This will limit the 
mark that can be awarded. 
Remember, what a study 
found out is crucial for the 
success of the study so it 
must be included.

Low construct validity: 
when the behaviour being 
investigated (the construct) 
has been measured in a 
narrow way so that the 
findings do not represent the 
whole construct very well

Correlational studies: 
research that looks at the 
relationship between two or 
more variables

Revision activity

Imagine you were a 
participant in Heaven’s 
study. Write an account of 
how you were studied and 
what you found out about 
yourself from the results. 
Personalising the study in 
this way may help you to 
remember at least some 
aspects of it.
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1.3 Application – the changing 
nature of punishment

The role of rehabilitation in reducing 
criminal/anti-social behaviour and increasing 
pro-social behaviour
Crime is not always dealt with through punishment. Psychologists have 
had a lot to do with the other side of punishment – rehabilitation.

Restorative justice
Restorative justice is one example of rehabilitation and tries to get 
offenders to behave more pro-socially rather than anti-socially. 
Restorative justice normally involves the victim meeting with the person 
who has offended against them. This is so the criminal can literally ‘face 
up’ to the consequences of their actions. Justice is often restored by the 
criminal paying for their crime – either in money or through community 
service, or sometimes through something as simple as an apology or an 
explanation.

Use of positive role models
This example of rehabilitation is based on the principles of social learning. 
If criminals have learned their anti-social behaviour from bad role models 
then the idea is that they can learn pro-social behaviour from good role 
models. These role models may be people like mentors who are assigned 
to offenders, or professional trainers who lead social skills training 
sessions. 

The effects of punishment and deterrents in 
reducing criminal/anti-social behaviour
The theory behind punishments is that people are less likely to repeat a 
behaviour if the consequences have been negative. However, for some 
people it’s enough to see others being punished to stop them committing 
a crime. This is what is meant by a deterrent. 

Prisons
Prisons punish by taking freedom, as well as other privileges, away from 
offenders by confining them to an institution.

Community sentences
Community sentences punish offenders by making them give up their 
time to do unpaid work for the community, such as litter picking, 
gardening, painting or using job skills they have already. 

Fines
Fines punish offenders by making them pay money for their offence. The 
negative consequence of their behaviour is losing earnings or savings.

Punishment: a way of 
trying to stop reoffending 
through the use of negative 
outcomes for criminal 
behaviour

Rehabilitation: training 
and teaching offenders new 
behaviours and skills with 
the aim of stopping them 
reoffending

Now test yourself
1  What is meant by 

rehabilitation in relation 
to crime?

2  How does restorative 
justice try to reduce 
criminal behaviour?

3  How does the use of role 
models try to reduce 
criminal behaviour?

4  What are the different 
ways of punishing 
criminal behaviour?

5  How can punishment also 
act as a deterrent for 
crime?
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Summary
Tick the following when you think you know and 
understand them well enough:

  the five different types of crime
  how crime is a social construct determined by 

deviation from norms and culture
  how crime is measured through official 

statistics and self-report
  the Social Learning Theory of criminality 

including the concept of role models, and 
the processes of observation, imitation, 
reinforcement and internalisation

  criticisms of Social Learning Theory including 
the nature/nurture debate

  Cooper & Mackie’s experiment into computer 
game violence

  criticisms of Cooper & Mackie’s study

  Eysenck’s theory of the criminal personality 
including the concepts of extraversion, 
neuroticism and psychoticism, and the role 
of the central nervous system, the autonomic 
nervous system, the reticular activating 
system, the limbic system, the cerebral cortex 
and dopamine

  Heaven’s longitudinal study into personality 
traits and delinquency

  criticisms of Heaven’s study
  the role of rehabilitation including restorative 

justice and use of positive role models
  the role of punishments and deterrents 

including prisons, community sentences and 
fines

Exam practice 
1  Using an example, explain what is meant by the idea that crime is a social construct.  [3]
2  Outline one criticism of the Social Learning Theory of criminality.  [2] 
3  Describe and evaluate the procedure used in Cooper & Mackie’s study into the transmission of 

aggression through imitation and aggressive role models.  [8]
4 (a)  Give two features of the sample used in Heaven’s study into delinquency.  [2] 

(b)  Name two variables that were measured using questionnaires in the study.  [2] 
(c)  State two criticisms of the study.  [2] 

5  Harry has been cautioned on a number of occasions for anti-social behaviour. This has not stopped 
him from continuing to break the law even though his crimes are minor – such as disturbing the 
peace, and being drunk and disorderly. 

   Using the source:
(a)  Explain how punishment could be used to reduce Harry’s anti-social behaviour.  [3] 
(b)  Explain how rehabilitation could be used to reduce Harry’s anti-social behaviour.  [3]
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